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1. INTRODUCTION 

The tourism industry in Spain is of paramount importance within 

both total Span ish service sector activity and the Spanish 

economy as a whole. constituting a mejor source of income, 

employment and foreign exchange . In 1986 almost 6.5 million 

British tourists went to Spain. Spain is the main destination 

for British package tourists, with shout 70¾ or Britons 

travelling to Spain using a package holiday , Fitch (1987) . The 

provision o f package holidAYS to SpAin involves sorne form of 

interaction between firms in Brit.ain and SpAin. HoweveP, the 

nature a nd extent of such connections h~s receiv~d little 

attention. This is surprising given the importance of the flow of 

t.ourists from Britain to Spain and the impact that, different 

forma of interaction can have on the distribu t1un of the r.,ven•1es 

between the origin and destination countries , Sinclair and 

Sutcliffe (1988). This paper, therefore. studies one part1cular 

form of interaction between British and Spanish firme,: the 

vertical integration involved in providing package holidays in 

Spain for tourists from Britain. 

In order to study vertical integration , it mAy be hPlpful to 

have a brief description of the concept. Considera final product 

such as petrol. It goes throHgh a number of stages e . g. purnped to 

* The authors wish to thank Dr . Ian Molho of the University 
o f Newcastle upon Tyne for his helpf11l comm.,.ntB on an Parller 
d r aft . The financial support of the British <::011ncil t s gratet'ully 
ac knowledged. 
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the surt'ace , transported to a ret' inery , refined, transported to 

petrol stations and sold to the final consumera . Each ot' these 

stages can be undertaken by an independent company , with the 

output of t he stage being sold in a mar k et. In this case there is 

no vertical integrati o n, given the definition of stages. 

However, it' two firms in adjacent markets of such a sequence come 

under co,nmon control they are vertically in tegrated . The firm 

which jg closer to the initial stage ot' the sequence is said to 

be 'upstream' , while the fi~m closer to the final consumer i s 

said to be ' downstream 1 • 

Vertical intezration can involve either open or closed 

j nterna l merkets , If the internal markets are open a vertically 

in tegrated firm may supply not only 

but non-linked downstream firma 

ita linked downstream firm . 

as well , while the integrated 

downstream firm may be supplied by non-linked upstream firme. 

Closed internal markets means that the upstream linked firm 

supplies all ofita output to its downstream partner, and that 

this cone,titutes the entire supply of th i s input required by the 

downstreAnt firm. 

2. STRUCTURE OF BRITISH-SPANISH TOURISM 

A charBcterization of the structure of British-Spanish tour ism 

is given in figure l. British tourists travelling to Spai n have 

been sub-divided into holiday makera (most of whom take package 

holidays) and businessmen and women. This leads to the 

disag~regation ot' hotels into resort and business, and airlines 

into ~ha rter and scheduled. While these s ub-divisions are not 

watertight and the figure n~t exhaustive, it i s felt to p rovide a 

useful broed picture of the indus try. For example , although 



Figure 1: The Structure of the British-Spanish Tourism I ndustry 
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Spanish resort hotels obviouslY supply rooms to individuals and 

non-British tour operators , in 1986 Britons accounted for more 

bednights in Spanish hotels than any other country: i. e. 

virtually liO"• Clark (1988). Similarly, although some of the 

package holidays sold by British tour operators are to countries 

other than Spain, Spain is the single most important destination 

for package holidays from Britain . FinallY, while some packages 

from Britain to Spain use coaches, the vast majority of holidsys 

use charter flights. 

The services supplied by a charter airline or resort hotel 

and their usefulness to tourists are reasonablY obvious, and will 

not be considered further . However, the services provided by tour 

operators snd travel agente are leas transparent. Tour 

operators perform a role which is close to that of the pure 

ss described by Casson (1982). entrepreneur of economic theory, 

Their function is to bring together those who produce and sell 

the service consumed by the tourist , Sheldon (1986), Burkart 

( 1975). They accept substantial risks since, if the package does 

not sell. it is they who usually stand to lose most . The 

activities of tour operators go beyond those of the pure 

entrepreneur since they usually receive bookings , advertise the 

tours, communicate with their customers etc . Apure entrepreneur 

would s11b-contract even these tasks. 

Travel agents provide a service to customers by reducing the 

costs of sesrching for informstion on holidays e.g. s local one-

stop service, providing advice to the tourist snd sometimes 

providing local accountability: Welburn (1987), Mak and Moncur 

(1980). There are ccnsiderable advsntsges to retailers, such as 

trsvel agents , in offering the customer the choice of a wide 
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range of competing products . Even travel agencies owned by a 

tour operator continue to sell the packages of the lesding tour 

operators, thus hsving open internsl msrkets. Moreover, 

excluding Lunn Poly, only about hslf of the turnover of British 

trsvel agente comes from selling packages, Monopolies snd Mergers 

Commission (1986 , p.11). As their neme implies, travel sgents 

merely set as agente for tour operstors and do not purchase 

holidays on their own account. 

The nature of the vertical integrstion which existe in 

British Spsnish tourism can be revesled by combining two data 

sets (a) who owns whom, snd (b) the msrket shares of the firme in 

esch o f the vsrious markets. While the following data are for the 

entire British market, the Spsnish msrket is of psrsmount 

importance , snd this is probably reflected in the sctivities of 

the major British charter sirlines . tour operstors snd trsvel 

a~ents, (excluding their business trsvel ssl~B), with the 

exception of the tour operator, sunmed, which specislises in 

other countries. For example, sbout two thirds of the pscksges 

sold by Thomsons and Intssun in 1985 were to Spsin, Fitch (1987). 

(A) The Ownership structure of the British Masa 

Industry 

The psttern of ownership is constsntlY chsnging, 

situstion believed to exist in April 1988. The 

are lesa importsnt thsn the brosd structure , 

the lstter that the subsequent snslysis will 

Foreign Tourism 

snd below is the 

precise detsils 

becsuse it is on 

be based. Because 

of data problema, the anslysis concentrstes on situstions where 

one compsny is s subsidiary of snother, snd mAy exclude 

situations where, even though not pert of the same ~roup, one 

firm exercises effective control over snother snd/ or has s long 
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term contractual relstionship, Wright (1975). The mejor groups 

in this industry are:-

1, British Airways ple (Scheduled airline) 
Alta Holidays Ltd (Tour operstor Speedbird) 
Overseas Air Travel Ltd (Tour operator -

Poundstretcher , Dollarstretcher) 
British Airtours Ltd (Chsrter airline) 
British Csledonisn Group ple (Scheduled airline) 
Sovereign Group Hotels Ltd 

2. sunmed (Tour operator - Go Greek, Go Turkey, Go Ski) 

Redwing [50% owned by British Airways and 50% 
owned by sunmed) (Tour operstor - Sovereign, 
Enterprise. Fl~ir, Martin Rooks) 

3, Base ple (Brewer) 
Horizon Trsvel Centers Ltd (Trsvel agente) 
Horizon Holidsys Ltd ( Tour operstor) 
Holiday Club (International) Ltd (Tour operator) 
Blue Sky (Tour Operator) 
Wings (Tour operstor - o . s.L.) 
Orion Airwsys Ltd (Charter Airline) 
Base Horizon Hotels Ltd (Hotels) 
Bsss Hotels snd Holidsys (UK) (Hotels - Crest) 
Holidsy Inn Hotels (outside N.America & Mexico) 
Pontinental Espsffola SA (Spain) (Hotels) 

U. International Thomson Organisstion Ltd (Cenada) 
(Communicstions) 

Lunn Poly Ltd (Trsvel sgency) 
Portland Holidsys Ltd (Tour operator) 
Skytours Ltd (Tour operator) 
Thomaon Holidsys Ltd (Tour operstor) 
Britsnnis Airways Ltd (Charter sirline) 

5, International Leisure Group ple 
Club 18-30 Ltd (Tour operator) 
Global of London (Tours snd Trsvel) Ltd (Tour 

operstor) 
Intasun Espsna SA (Spsin] (Tour Operator) 
Jntssun Holidays Ltd (Tour Operator) 
Lancaster Holidays Ltd (Tour operator) 
School Plan Tours Ltd (Tour operstor) 
Air Europe Ltd (Charter airline) 
Intssun Holidays Ltd (Tour operator) 
Merit Hotels 

6 . Oavies and Newmsn (Shipbrokers) 
Dan Air 

7 , Midlsnd Bsnk (Retail Bank) 
Thomss Cook (Tour operstors and trsvel sgents) 

8. Hogg Robinson (Insursnce broker) 
Hogg Robinson (Travel agente) 
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9. National Freiitht Corporation (Road freight) 
Pickfords (Travel agents) 

10. American Exprese (Bank) 
American Express (Travel sgents) 

11, Cosmos (Tour operetor) 
Monsrch (Cherter sirline) 

(B) Eetimates of the Market Sharee of the Largest Suppliers in 
Varioua Touriem Markets 

(a) British Tour Operatore 

Market Shsres (%) 
1983 19811 1985 1986 1987 

Thomson 17 . 0¾ 19,0% 20.0% 27-5% 31. 5% 
Intssun 11.0% 13,0% 15,0% 18.0% 18.0% 
Horizon (Bass) 6.0% 6,5% 5.ox 7,0% 8.0% 
British Airws;ys(Redwing ) 10.0% 7,0% 6 . 0% 5,0% 5.0% 
Cosmos 5,5% 5,5% 11 . 0% 3.0% 3.0% 

Totals 1!9 , 5% 51.0% 50.0% 60.5% 65 , 5% 

Percentage controlled 119 , 5% 51,0% 50.0% 60 , 5% 65,5% 
b;y the top 5 firme 

Source Financia! Times 8th April 1988 

(b) British Travel Aitents 

Number of Outlets in 1986 es a% of the Total ABTA Outlets 

Thomss Cook (Midlsnd Bsnk) 
Pickfords (Nstionsl Freight Corporstion) 
Ho1t1t Robinson 
Lunn Pol;y (Thomson) 
AT Ms;ys 
Americen Express 

Total 

Percentsge controlled b;y the top 5 firme 

Source Ssltmarsh(1986) 

6,55% 
11.67% 
3,65% 
3,27% 
3.27" 
l. 51% 

22.91% 

21 . 110% 
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(c) British Charter Airlines 

Charter Passengers Carried in 1986 

Britsnnia Airwa;ys (Thomson) 
Dan Alr (Davies & Newmsn) 
British Airtours (British Airws;ys) 
Monsrch Airlines (Cosmos) 
Orion Air (Bass) 
Air Europe (ILG) 
Cal Air (Rsnk Orgsnisstion) 
British Islsnd Airwa;ys 
British Airwa;ys 

Total 

Percentsge controlled b;y the top 5 firme 

Source Finsncisl Times 30th Jul;y 1987 

(d) Spanish Resort Hotele 

26 , 7% 
19,5% 

11. º" 
9.8% 
6.6% 
5,2% 
ll. 7% 
3,2% 
2.2% 

88.9% 

73,6% 

The Spanish hotel sector is characterised b;y s low level of 

concentretion , no single hotel chstn constituting over 5% of the 

ma1•ke t . There is virtuall;y no vertical integrstion with firms 

locsted in Britsin. 

of hotels in Spsin, 

Bese is en exception, owning a small chain 

Pontinentsl Española, (snd havinit recentl;y 

scquired the Holida;y Inn chsin located outside North Americe and 

Mexico) , and Thomson has owned s chsin cslled Thomson Iberics. 

However. Thomson ' s current polic;y o f not investing in hotels 

(Fitch , 1987), is the polic;y which is common to most of the firme 

in the British mase foreign tourism industr;y. 

(C) The Nature of Vertical Integration 

The above data reveal that :-

(a) The markets for British charter flights and tour 

operation are reasonsbl;y concentrated, while those for British 

trsvel sgenc;y snd Spsnish resort hotel rooms are not. The 

considerable rise in the msrket shares of the two largest tour 
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operators has accompanied by intense price warfare, sometimes 

accompanied by excess capacity. Although the degree of 

concentration in the market for travel agencies has remained 

virtuallY unchanged, the 1986 Monopolies and Mergers Commiss ion 

decision to allow travel agente to offer discounts to customers 

may bring about an increase 

future. 

in market concentration in the 

(b) The major area for vertical integration is between large 

tour operators and large charter airlines e. g. ( i ) Thomson-

Bri tannia, ( ii) ILG - Air Europe. (111) Hori zon - Orion, (iv) 

Redwing & British Airtours and (v) Cosmos - Monarch. 

(c) The vertical integration with travel agente is much 

weaker. Thus Thomson has only 3% of this market vis Lunn Poly, 

while Basa has a much smaller market share vis its own travel 

agencies. Thomas Cook has approaching 7% of the travel agency 

market, but only a smsll share of the tour operation market. 

(d) Vertical integration into Spanish hotels is very small. 

(e) The broad conclusions are that there is considerable 

vertical integration between tour operators and charter airlines, 

but little other vertical integration . 

(f) While the travel agente are necessarilY located in the 

origin country and the hotels in the destination country, the 

geographical location of the tour operators and the charter 

airlines is open. It is interesting to note that for tourism from 

Britain to Spain such firms 

origin country 1.e. Britain. 

are predominantly located in the 

( g) The data are somewha t pa tchy, b•1t i t appears tha t the 

interna! markets for vertically intee;rated firms in British 

Spanish tourism are open , snd so:-
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( 1) charter airlines supply flights to tour operators 

other than those with which they are vertically integrated e.g. 

only 50% of Britannia's flights are for Thomson's tours, 

Nuutinen (1986), 

(11) tour operators use charter airlines other than those 

with which they are vertically integrated e.g. only sorne 30% of 

ILG ' s tours use Air Europe charter flights, Nuutinen (1986), 

(111) travel agente sell the packages of a wide ranga of 

firme in addition to thos,e of the tour operator in the same 

group. 

3. THEORETICAL EXPLANATIONS OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION IN BRITISH

SPANISH TOURISM ANO THEIR CONSISTENCY WITH REALITY 

The decision to undertake vertical integration is based on the 

net effect of a wide range of costa and benefits, a number of 

which are operative in the case of British-Spanish tourism. I t 

is also possible that these causal factora differ in their 

importance as between companies. In these circumatances, it is 

difficult to isolate a single or even a few powerful variables 

which explain vertical integration in this industry, However, it 

should be possible to divide the explanations into those that are 

consistent with the facts and those that are not. To this end, 

various explanations will be considered and their consistency 

with the current stated of vertical 

Spanish tourism will be examined. 

integration in British-

Services. such as tourism , differ from goods in various 

important wsys; see Holmstrom (1985). The literature relating to 

vertical integrstion is oriented towards industries which produce 

sorne physical product . and little explicit considerstion has been 
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given to vevtical integration in aervices. An exception is the 

study by Buckley (1987), which proposed that the transactlons 

cost spproach be adopted when analysing the structure of the 

tourism industry. While this msy prove to be a useful framework, 

it is Questionable whether all the various motives for vertical 

integration can be encompsssed by a trsnssctions costs spproach, 

and the analysis here is more eclectic. The various motives will 

now be considered, together with an assessment of the extent to 

which they are consistent with the vertical 

British-Spanish tourism. 

(a) Factora Tending to Promote Vertical Integration 

(i) CONTRACTS 

integration in 

(1) Contractual Problema In an uncertsin world it is very costly 

to specify e contract that covers all possible future states of 

the world , Therefore the contract will be incomplete, and the 

parties will have to try to come to an ad hoc agreement when 

occasion reQuires, Williamson (1975), Even if the contrsct is 

complete, ene of the parties may engsge in post-contractual 

opportunistic behaviour, i.e. try to alter or breach the terma of 

the contract to ita own advantage, Klein et el (1978). 

Contractual incompleteness and opportunistic behaviour 

are governed by the relative bargaining positions of the two 

firme at the time the contract is relied upon. During: the 

contrae t . the relative bargaining positions of the firma may 

change . For example, if one of the firma invests in management 

systems which a.re ~ea.red to a particular customer, the 

downstream firm may try to decrease (to marginal cost) the price 

paid to the upstream firm because the capital is irrecoverable 

snd hes no slternstive use. The upstream firm may also t,-y to 
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capture the profits being made by the downstresm firm by 

threatening to cut off supplies. 

For e><ample, e hotel may refuse to accommodate a tour 

operstor's cliente at the last moment, e,g, overbooking . In this 

case the tour operstor is vulnerable becsuse of the time-relsted 

nature of the business. The tour operator may be able to sue for 

breach of contrsct, but this is expensive and there will be a 

delay dul'ing which time it will lose profits snd/or reputstion. 

Conversely , the tour operato~ may threaten to use sorne other 

hotel unless the supplier decreases ita price to marginal cost. 

Qpportunistic behsviour msy be carried out by any party in a 

contrsct. By violating the terma of the contract, the offending 

party gets a once and for all gain, but may lose future profits. 

Vertical integration is e wsy of preventing these 

contractual Pl'Oblems. Thus, vertical integration is predicted 

to incresse when there are large 

when uncertainty is considerable, 

irrecoverable investments and 

msking contracta difficult to 

specify, monitor snd enforce. Since the probsbility that such 

contt•actual problema will occur is grester in a situation of 

small numbers bargaining, vertical integrstion is more likely to 

be consistent with msrket concentration in both the upstream and 

downstresm markets. This motive for vertical integration is 

consistent with the fscts, in that tour operstors snd charter 

airlines (which have concentrated product markets) are 

integrated, while travel agente and resort hotels (which do not) 

are not usually integrated. 

(2) Synchronization. There is 8 strong need for the 

synchronization of the various services contsined in a package 

holiday from Britain to Spsin e. g. flights, sirport transfer and 
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rooms. Such coordination problema may create difficu l ties for 

contractual relationships but can be reduced by vertical 

integration. Thus the need to coordine te the provision of 

flights, airport transfer and hotel rooms predicts the 

integration of tour operators, charter airlines snd resort 

hotels. The theory's predictions are thus consistent with the 

integration of tour operators and charter airlines but 

inconsistent with the lack of integration of hotels. 

(3) Transacting Coste. Vertical integration removes the need ror 

the upstream firm to spend time and money seekinz out a buyer for 

that proportion of its output supp lied to tts linked downstream 

firm, e.g. marketing and advertising expenditure, while the 

downstream firm will not have to s earch for a suitable supplier. 

These savinge are in addition to the removal of the c o ntractual 

problema considered above. The transacting coste theory predicts 

the vertical integration of any pair of firms that trade with 

eachother as part of a vertical chain and so is inconsistent 

with the non-integration of many firms in British-Spanish 

tourism. However, it constitutes sn additional motive whi c h in 

some ceses tipa the balance for 1ntegration. 

(11) UNCERTAINTY 

(1) Carlton's Model of Demand Uncerta1nty In a model proposed by 

Carlton (1979) the upstream suppliers , e.g. airlines and ho tel s , 

hsve to decide on their service capacity and prices for the next 

year in a context of uncertsinty concerning the demand for their 

outputs. Thus, for example, airlines buy sufficient aeroplanes 

to carry their projected passengers st their pre- set price. In 

this model the upstream producers (sirlines snd hotels) may find 

that, ex post, they hsve excess capacity. Bec ause of this risk, 
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upstresm producers may set their pr1ces to include a mark-up to 

cover the coste of such excess capacity. To the extent that the 

lsgs in service capscity, e.g. ordering a new aeroplane, exceed 

one year, the model applies with even greater force. 

In this model there is an incentive for some form of 

vertical integration . Such integration converts part of the 

upstresm firm's demand from being stochastic to deterministic 

1.e. it has a guaranteed msrket for the sale of its services to 

the integrated downstream f1r~. Therefore the pr1ce charged need 

not include any premium to cover the risk of having unused 

cspac ity. Henc e the tour operator is suppl1ed with fl1ghts more 

c hesply thsn if t hese were bought from independent firme . The 

remaining sales, if any, of the upstream firm remain subject to 

the s tochsstic market demand for its output, and so it may have 

t o chsrge a risk premium to cover the possible coste of unused 

cspacity. 

Th e tourism industry is characterised by considerable 

uncertainty concerning next year's demand for package holidays 

to Spain, and hence for hotel rooms and charter flights. When 

applied to the tourism industry, the Carlton model suggests the 

integration of tour operators with charter airlines, wh1ch 

accords with the facts, but it aleo suggests the 1ntegration of 

t o ur operators with resort hotels, which does not. 

(2) Assurance of Markets. The Carlton model addresses the issue 

of e x cess cspacity. However, it is aleo poss1ble that dueto 

uncertsinty there msy, ex post, be 1nsuffic1ent cspacity , e.g. 

overbo oked hotels, no spsre seats on planes etc. In such a case 

there is excess demand, since the msrket price is sssumed not to 

ri s e. This possibility creates an additionsl incentive for 
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vertical integration, so that the supplies of a downstresm tour 

operator are assured in yesrs of high demend and the sales of 

upstream firms are asaured in years of excess demsnd , Green 

(1986). It slso suggests that integrsted firma msy be capable of 

supplying well in excess of the minimum requirements of the 

linked downstream firm e,g. a tour operator . This motive implies 

integrstion between any pair of verticallY related firma, snd so 

is consistent with integrated tour operstors and chsrter sirlines 

but is inconsistent with 

operators and resort hotels. 

the lack of intezration between tour 

(3) I n formation Acquisition . Arrow (1975) argues that vertical 

integrstion takes place in order for the downstream firm to 

scquire informstion. Each upstream firme. g. charter airline or 

chain of resort hotels, is assumed to know what its own output 

will be one yesr in advance, but this decision is kept secret. It 

is also assumed by Arrow that a positive correlstion existe 

between the output decisions of the upstream firma, presumsbly 

because they are ell subject to roughly the same market forces. 

For example, transport and accommodation are complements and this 

creates a relationship between airlines and hotels. Waterson 

(198ll) has termed such a situation mutually related markets. 

Each downstream firme. ~. tour operstor. has to decide a 

year in advance on its capacity, and the projected prices of its 

inputs are used in this decision. Therefore the downstream firms 

wish to forecsst their input prices ayear in advsnce. Their 

forecasting ability can be improved by joinin~ with an upstream 

firm. Indeed, the more upstream firme with which they are joined, 

the better will be their ability to forecast next year ' s input 

prices. This modal implies the complete intezrAtion of all 
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upstream firma, such integration being most beneficial when next 

year ' s input prices for the downstream firms are hard to predict . 

Arrow ' s model differs from that of Carlton in at least one 

crucial respect; in carlton ' s model input prices are fixed ex 

ante, while in Arrow's model input prices are set by the market. 

Arrow's model could be adspted to show thst as well as 

providing informstion to a downstream firm about the plana of 

upstream firma, vertical integrstion may also provide a f l ow of 

information to upstream firm~ sbout their product msrkets e.g. 

trends in consumer testes. In addition, upstream or downstream 

vertical integration with open internal markets will provide 

informstion to a firm about the activities of its rivals in the 

firm's input or output markets. For example, if s tour operator 

is integrated with a charter airline anda travel sgency, it will 

be sware of any negotiations by rival tour operators to purchase 

airline seats orto sell holidays via the travel agency. The 

the implication of the information acquisition motive is 

integration of all firma in the tourism industry, (except 

possibly travel agente who are leas affected by a lack of 

knowledge of next year's plana of the upstream firms). This is 

contradicted by the lack of integration of the resort hotels, 

although it supports the integration of tour operators and 

chsrter airlines. 

( ll ) Input Price Uncertainty . Backwsrd integration by a tour 

operator into the supply of one or more inputs which have an 

uncertain price anda lesa than perfectly elastic supply curve is 

explained by the model of Oi and Hunter (1965). If en input (such 

as flight insursnce) hss a perfectly elastic supply curve , 

bsckward integration by a tour operator into this market has no 
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effect on the variability of profits of the tour operator. 

However, if an input (such as airline seats) has an inelastic 

supply curve, backward integration is highly likely to reduce the 

variability of the tour operator's profit s. This is because, 

instead of being subject to year to year price variations for 

this input, the vertically integrated firm owns the underlying 

capital assets and has removed this source of variability. 

Vertical integration is not the only possible solution as the 

same reduction in uncertainty can be obtained by entering into 

futurea contracta for the supply of the inelastic inputs, 

although this may lead to contractual problema. This theory 

predicts integration between tour operators charter airlines, and 

tour operators and resort hotels . Ita predictions are borne out 

in the former case, though not in the latter. 

(iii) MARKET POWER 

(1) Price Discrimination. Suppose t hat an upstream firm (e. g. an 

airline or hotel) wishes to charge different prices to different 

tour operators. The problem for the upstream firm, at least with 

a physical product, is to prevent those cuatomers charged a low 

price from reselling it to those charged a high price. With a 

service it is often easier to prevent price discrimination. 

However, even here it may be possible to resell flights and 

rooms. Price discrimination implies con~entration in the upstream 

market, while different price elasticities in the downstream 

indicate some form of imperfect competition in this market 

market. Therefore, it is likely that situations of concentration 

in both upstream and downstream markets, such as the charter 

airline and tour operator markets, will be conducive to price 

discrimination. Resale can be prevented by the upstream firm 
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integrating with those downstream firma to whom low prices are to 

be charged . This blocks resale by low to high price downstream 

firma. This suggests that airlines will wish to integrate with 

the tour operator which has the most elastic demand curve. 

Although this motive is broadly consistent with the facts, ita 

effects are hard to separate from those of other factora e.g. 

contractua l problema. 

(2) DiseQuilibrium. Most economic modela analyse eQuilibrium 

situations, but for British-Spanish tourism, where demand 

fluctuates considerably, a disequilibrium approach should be 

considered. Blair, Cooper and Kaserman (1985) have presented a 

simple diseQuilibrium model which gives a motive for vertical 

integration, and may contain some useful insights for the tourism 

industry. Suppose there is an increase in the demand far package 

holidays but, dueto various short term rigidities in supply, 

this leads to only a small increase in sales anda large increase 

in profits . These excess profits create an incentive for output 

to be expanded either by an increase in the capacity of existing 

tour operators, or by new tour operators starting up. Upstream 

firms e. g. charter airlines or resort hotels, which supply an 

input to tour operators have an additional motive to increase the 

output of package holidays. To the extent that an increase in the 

output of holidays increases the demand for an input supplied by 

a particular upstream firm (e .g. charter flights or hote l rooms) 

and this increases the profits of the supplier , the supplier has 

an additional motive to increase the output of package holidays . 

In conseguence, the firma with t he strongest incentive to ensure 

an increase in the output of holidays are upstream oligopolists 

e.z. charter airlines, and this implies forward integration by 
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such firma into the tour operation market. When there is a drop 

in the demand far package tours. such firms also have the 

strongeat incentive to maintain output levels. This motive 

implies that charter airlines, who sell in a concen trated market, 

have an extra motive to start up tour operators but thst resort 

hotels, who are not concentrated , do not. It is also consistent 

with the low levels of integra t i on with t revel egents. 

(b) Factora Ten ding to Prevent Vertical Integration 

There are elso eome factora which will 

incentives for vertical integretion:-

tend to reduce the 

(1) Foreign Investment Risk. Vertical integration may involve 

asset s in another country e.g. a Spenieh hotel chain. This 

exposes the company to restrictione by the hoet count ry Oh 

foreign direct investment, such as req11irPments for local 

participation which may involve the extreme of expropriation of 

the local aesete. There is also the poseibility that the origin 

cou ntry may reetrict capital outflows. The abolition of exchange 

controle by Britain in 1979 coupled with the entry of Spain into 

the EEC in January 1986 and Spain's agreement to eliminate 

capital controla by 1992, means that euch problems in British-

Spanish tourism ere smell. 

integration with 

accordance with 

the resort 

the fects. It 

Thie motive will discourage 

hotels, which is largely in 

i s also coneistent with the 

integration between tour operators and c herter airlines as both 

are besed in Britain, However, it does not explain the lack of 

integration with travel agente which are aleo located in Britain. 

(2) lncreased Fixed Coste. If a tour operetor rente hotel rooms , 

the entire price of each hotel room is a variable cost to the 
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tour opera.ter. lf the tour operator and resort hotel are 

vertically integrated , even if the tour operator ceaees to rent 

rooms from ita linked hotels, the eubetantial fixed coste of the 

ho te l now apply to the firm as a whole, Porter (1980). A high 

level of fixed coste can create problema far the group if there 

is a decline in demand e.g, for roome in a particular resort. 

This motive is consistent with the lack of integration with 

reeort hotels , and it may be an important rea.son for the lack of 

such integration. 

(3) Reduced Flexibility. If a tour operator is integrated with a 

charter airline there is a preeumption that the tour operator 

will ac~uire fllghts from the in-houee supplier. Being tied to a 

particular eupplier , or dietributor, can create difficulties if 

lt becomes inefficient , out of date, suffers a drop in quality or 

from a change in testes etc., Porter (1980) . The linked firm 

wo11ld then be locked into e markedly inferio r source of supply, 

or outlet for its product, and so would be at a competitive 

dise~vente~e , even if the linked firm has no fixed coste. Any 

vertical integration conflicts with this motive and so, while it 

is consistent with the lack of integrat ion between tour operators 

and resort hotels, it is rejected as of mejor importance for 

British-Spanish tourlsm. 

(U) 0ulled Incentives. Vertical integration may well mean that 

the upstreem firm has, in effect , a captive buyer, while the 

downstream firm has e predetermined source of eupply. Even if 

these firme remain reasonsbly competitive, this cosy relationship 

may dull the incentives for them to keep searching for the best 

available source of supply or method of distribution. Thie motive 

epplies to any vertical integration. 
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In addition to the motives i;,resented sbove , fourteen other 

motives were also considered. These are ( 1) quality control. 

casson (1986a) , ( 2) higher quality, Etgar (1978) , { 3) secrec.v 

Harrie;an (1983), ( 11 ) indivisibilities in demand snd s upply, 

Caason (1981!), { 5) high fixed costs , Cesson (19811) , { 6) 

technological chana:e , Casson (19811), (7) Bernhsrdt ' s ( 1977 ) model 

of demand uncertainty, (8) uncertainty snd synchronization , Perry 

(19811), (9) barriera to entry, Casson (1986h) , (10) economic 

survival , Shubik (1959). (11) avoidance of taxation and exchange 

con trole , Casson ( 1981l), ( 12) avoidance of price con trola , Casson 

(19811) and (l ll) diversity of operations, Porter (1980) . It was 

concluded that none of these motives was consistent with the 

pattern of vertical integration in British Spanish tourism, and 

so they were not presented in this paper. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

With many motives and only a few markets, drawing conclusions 

from the analysis is a difficult and subjective process. Of the 

twenty seven motives considered, thirteen appear to fit the facts 

of British-Spanish tourism to a greater or lesser extent. These 

motives are contractual problema . synchronisstion, transacting 

costa, Carlton's model of demand uncertainty, the assurance of 

markets , information acquisition, input price •incertainty, price 

discrimination, disequilibrium, foreign investment risk, 

increased fixed costa, reduced flexibility and dulled incentives. 

Therefore these motives will be exsmined further and sn attempt 

will be made to form some judcments concerning 

importasnce . 

their relativa 
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It has been found for British-Spanish tourism that market 

concentration in two adjacent markets (tour operation and charter 

airlines) is consistent with vertical integration between firms 

in these markets. Th is conclusion conforma with those of 

M.g cDonald (1985) and Levy (1984 , 1985) who have conducted 

empirical studies of American industry. The problem is to decide 

which , if any, of the thirteen motives is implied by this 

finding , Concentration in both the upstream and downstream 

markets imt>lies bargainin,e; between oligopolists and 

o1igopsonists . This market structure is conducive to both 

contr-actuAl problema , (e . g. post-contractual opportunist i c 

behsviour), .gnd price discrimination , and vertical integration 

may result from the desire to avoid such outcomes. The 

disequilibrium model, only requiring concentration in the 

upstream market, also shows how market concentration may give 

rise to vertical intee;ration. Market concentration may be 

associated with sorne of the other motives, but any such 

t•elationships a re leas obvious . 

Foreign exchange risk is consistent with the lack of 

vertical inte~ration with foreie;n hotels and neutral with respect 

to integration between firms based in Britain. The other eie;ht 

motives do not appear to be fully cons istent with the current 

state of vertical integration in British-Spanish tourism. 

However, they are individually capable of explaining at least 

sorne of the integration t ha t existe and , in combination, can 

explain the major features of the existing linkages. The 

motives which are consistent with the vertical inte e;ration 

between tour operators and charter airlines but not with the 

absence of such integrstion between tour operators and resort 
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hotels are synchr onisation , transacting costa, Csrlton's model of 

demsnd uncertainty, sssursnce of markets, information 

scquisition snd input price uncertsinty . Conversely, the motives 

of increased fixed costa , reduced flexibility and dulled 

incentives provide reasons for the lack of integration between 

tour operators and resort hotels, but cannot explain the presence 

of integrstion between tour operators and charter airlines . 

Therefore a combination of one or more elements from esch of 

these sets is sufficient to explsin the actual pattern of 

vertical integration. 

This paper has attempted to specify some of the theories 

which may explain vertical integration, and to identify those 

motives which appear to be the most promising in accounting for 

the pattern or vertical integration in British-Spanish tourism. 

Given the data currently avsilable, it is not poss ible to 

further identify the explanatory power of the various possible 

motives . Additional work is necessary to pursue this question 

using surveys and interviews with the firma concerned. This would 

provide extra information about the relative importance of the 

competing motives, anda better understanding of the forces at 

work in this service industry. 
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